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Introduction

The 1st Canterbury Workshop on Optical Coherence Tomography and Adaptive Optics has been initiated as a reporting meeting of the Marie Curie Training Site (MCTS) for early stage training (EST) researchers, MEST-2005-020353 supported by the European Commission (EC) with participants from National University of Ireland, Galway, University of Porto, Imagine Eyes, Multiwave Photonics, and coordinated by the University of Kent. The reporting meeting has the generous support of the EC to gather over 20 supervisors and EST researchers to review the achievements in research of the Marie Curie Training Site.

In opening participation to this meeting to the outside world we aimed not only for a wider scientific communication exercise, but also to add education to our EST researchers by involving them in an international exchange of ideas with other specialists in their fields: optical coherence tomography (OCT) and adaptive optics (AO). At the same time, we hope that other researchers and specialists in these fields take advantage of the educational component of this meeting.

We are grateful to the sponsors who agreed to offer their generous support to transform the Marie Curie meeting into a larger size workshop with wide international participation. These industrial sponsors are innovative companies active in the field of systems and devices for OCT and AO: Imagine Eyes (France), Michelson Diagnostics (United Kingdom), Multiwave Photonics (Portugal), Thorlabs (United Kingdom), Santec (Japan), and Superlum (Russia).

We also appreciate the continuing support given by the Ratiu Family Charitable Foundation to the University of Kent in the form of bursaries enabling Romanian students to further their education in the field of biomedical imaging and we thank the Foundation for co-sponsoring this workshop.

The site of the event is the University of Kent where research in OCT dates back to 1991, when some of the precursors of spectral domain OCT, Talbot bands, and channelled spectrum low coherence interferometry for sensing were investigated.

The field of non-invasive high resolution imaging has progressed considerably in the last three years. Among the participants to the workshop we were fortunate to have leaders in the field, who have been pushing the limits of acquisition speed. We will all be interested in finding out where those limits stand today. In the last few years, spectral domain OCT led to a significant increase in the number of Mega-voxels acquired from the tissue volume, 100 times more than in time domain OCT. Using swept sources, we expect this limit to exceed 350 Mega-voxels, while good
images of the retina at 122 Mega-voxels have been demonstrated so far. The time to generate an en-face image in spectral domain OCT has also decreased, but we have not achieved as yet the capability of resonant scanning time domain OCT. A steady flow of research is manifest in improved resolution: in depth by OCT, and lateral by AO. In a B-scan generated by spectral OCT, we have recently seen the first demonstration of AO correction on shrinking the depth profile of the confocal microscope in the retina, however we are still far from achieving an ultimate resolution of 50 microns in the in vivo retina.

How will the two technologies, OCT and AO, look when this limit is finally achieved? How will they be best combined? These are stimulating challenges for our continuing research in pushing the limits of our capabilities.

We hope that the 1st Canterbury Workshop in Optical Coherence Tomography and Adaptive Optics will contribute towards advancing the frontier of knowledge in OCT and AO beyond the ‘natural’ limits which appear to be imposed by current technology.

Adrian Podoleanu
Conference Chair and Marie Curie Coordinator

---

Can normal lymph node architecture be characterised by optical coherence tomography?


ABSTRACT

Assessment of lymph node involvement is a key prognostic marker in early breast cancer. This paper demonstrates the ability of optical coherence tomography (OCT) to characterise the micro-architecture of healthy, non-cancerous lymph nodes. OCT is shown to differentiate stroma, cortex and adipose tissue. Characteristic patterns are also identified for germinal centres and blood vessels within the node. Results are correlated against a histopathological gold standard.

Keywords: breast cancer, lymph node, optical coherence tomography, OCT.

1. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in women in the USA, with an incidence rate of 117.7 per 100,000 women [1]. In England, over 38,000 cases are diagnosed each year [2]. A critical stage in the management of cancer is to assess the spread (metastasis) of the malignancy to the lymphatic system. The lymphatic system is a network of vessels and lymph nodes throughout the body which forms a key part of the immune system.

A common surgical option to evaluate lymph node involvement is axillary clearance. This involves removal of some or all of the 25-30 lymph nodes from the axilla (armpit). The excised lymph nodes are examined using histopathological techniques to identify the presence of malignant cells. However, this results in the excision of many healthy (non-cancerous) lymph nodes and approximately 26% of patients will suffer lymphoedema [3]. Lymphoedema is caused by an accumulation of lymph (fluid) in the tissue, and manifests as a chronic swelling of the arm, breast or chest wall.

Optical coherence tomography is an optical imaging modality, using coherence-gated light in the near infrared spectrum. It has been used to obtain high-resolution images of the structural changes caused by cancer in the gastrointestinal tract [4][5], breast [6], biliary system [7] and cervix [8]. Recently, Luo et al. [9] proposed using OCT in the assessment of axillary lymph nodes. OCT provides the possibility of an imaging-based optical biopsy method for determining lymph node involvement. If performed in vivo, such a tool could potentially avoid the unnecessary excision of healthy lymph nodes; thus, reducing the incidence of complications such as lymphoedema.

When cancer metastasises to a lymph node, it disrupts the node’s normal micro-architecture. In this paper, we describe the use of OCT to characterise the micro-architecture of excised normal (non-cancerous) lymph nodes. This work is an important preliminary step in establishing the feasibility of using OCT to optically identify cancerous lymph nodes.

2. EXPERIMENT

For this study, 18 lymph nodes were obtained from 13 patients undergoing either axillary clearance or sentinel lymph node biopsy. Within 10 minutes of excision, the fresh (unfixed) tissue was dissected into 2mm slices. Each slice was imaged using a time-domain OCT system with a source centre wavelength of 1320nm and full-width-half-maximum bandwidth of 101nm. Axial and lateral resolutions of the system were ~11µm. After scanning, each sample was immediately fixed in formalin and underwent histological assessment using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining.

Image registration was then performed between the 3D OCT and 2D histology. Custom visualisation software was implemented in C++ on a Windows platform to enable the arbitrary rotation, translation and zooming of the 3D OCT data. This enabled the H&E image to be matched against the optimal 2D plane extracted from the 3D OCT data.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 demonstrates the ability of OCT to differentiate the primary tissue types found in lymph nodes: stroma, cortex and adipose (fat). The stroma consists of fibrous tissue forming the lymph node capsule, and also the delicate trabeculae which extend into the node parenchyma. The cortex is the outer portion of the lymph node. The dark staining visible in the H&E stained image is due to the high concentration of lymphocytes found in the cortex. Lymphocytes are a type of white blood cell produced in the lymph node and play a critical role in the body’s immune system. The adipose tissue appears as a white area with a characteristic honeycomb structure, which is also evident in the histological images.

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional image through two node-related blood vessels. The lymph node contains a network of lymphovascular spaces that allow the various cellular components of the immune system to enter and depart the node. Blood vessels are characterised by a dark ring surrounding an area of low back-reflection.

A non-cancerous reactive lymph node is shown in Figure 3, with prominent ‘secondary’ lymphoid follicles containing germinal centres within the cortex. Broadly speaking, secondary ‘active’ lymphoid follicles form in the cortex as part of the B-cell immune response to antigens. Under H&E staining, they are characterised by a pale germinal centre, encircled by a darker mantle zone of lymphocytes. Under OCT scanning, the circular structure of the germinal centre can be seen.

Several artefacts were observed during imaging. Adipose tissue often resulted in an increased back-reflection signal from deeper tissue. This was evidenced as dark spots (high reflection) further into the A-scan. This artefact can also be seen in the images of [9]. The mechanism for this effect has not yet been verified and will require further investigation. Additionally, the image quality was noted to deteriorate deeper in the tissue due to the cumulative effects of scattering, absorption and beam spread.

Figure 2: (left) OCT and (right) H&E histology showing blood vessels.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the ability of OCT to image the micro-architecture of normal lymph nodes, with correlation against a histological gold standard. OCT was seen to differentiate tissue types such as cortex, stroma and adipose. In addition, characteristic patterns have been identified for microvasculature and germinal centres. Future work will focus on characterising changes in the micro-architecture due to the presence of cancer.
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A first demonstration of audio-frequency optical coherence elastography of tissue

Steven G. Adie, Sergey A. Alexandrov, Julian J. Armstrong, Brendan F. Kennedy and David D. Sampson
Optical+Biomedical Engineering Laboratory, School of Electrical, Electronic & Computer Engineering, The University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, Western Australia 6009, Australia

ABSTRACT

Optical elastography is aimed at using the visco-elastic properties of soft tissue as a contrast mechanism, and could be particularly suitable for high-resolution differentiation of tumour from surrounding normal tissue. We present a new approach to measure the effect of an applied stimulus in the kilohertz frequency range that is based on optical coherence tomography. We describe the approach and present the first in vivo optical coherence elastography measurements in human skin at audio excitation frequencies.

Keywords: Elastography, optical coherence tomography, tissue mechanical properties

1. Introduction

Optical coherence elastography (OCE) reported to date has been based on speckle-tracking techniques, and has employed predominantly quasi-static mechanical loading of tissue to quantitatively assess local tissue motion [1-4]. In this paper, we present a new approach to OCE suitable for the quantitative measurement of tissue mechanical properties in the hundred Hertz to kilohertz frequency range.

2. Theory and experimental method

Consider an interferometric signal generated by a reference light beam combining with light backscattered from particles undergoing harmonic displacement along the optical (z) axis. At frequencies up to several kHz (with corresponding sound wavelength \( \Lambda \sim 1m \)), particles in a medium (of typical thickness \( \sim 1mm \)) can be expected to move in phase with each other. The dynamic interferometric signal amplitude of interest depends not only on the scatterer’s vibration amplitude but also on the quasi-static phase of the interferometer, which in turn is governed by the precise differential axial position of the particle relative to the reference path in the interferometer. This unwanted dependence of the dynamic displacement on the quasi-static displacement is generally known as interferometric signal fading [5,6]. It can be overcome by various means, e.g., by polarization-based optical quadrature detection [7].

A schematic of the experimental fibre-based, time-domain OCT system utilizing balanced optical quadrature detection is presented in Fig. 1. A broadband source with a near-Gaussian spectrum centred at 1334nm with 3dB bandwidth of 42nm was employed, and the sample arm utilized a triplet lens (f = 30mm) to focus the beam through a glass window that provided a rigid platform upon which the samples were placed. Dynamic compression was applied to the sample, as indicated in Fig. 1 (inset), with a PZT actuator. The frequency-domain optical delay line (FD-ODL) was operated off-pivot to acquire conventional OCT images using a carrier frequency of 1150 Hz [8] and on-pivot when the vibration of sample scatterers generated the carrier frequency.

Figure 1: Schematic of the fibre-based OCT system employing balanced optical quadrature detection and the experimental geometry.
The detected photocurrents in the orthogonal polarization channels (see Fig. 1), denoted by the subscripts 1 and 2 can be expanded as a series of Bessel functions [6], resulting in the following equation:

\[ i_1(z,t) = 2 \rho \sqrt{I_R I_S} \left( \cos \phi_{DC} J_0(\phi_s) + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} J_{2n}(\phi_s) \cos(2n\Omega \Delta t) \right) + \sin \phi_{DC} \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} J_{2n+1}(\phi_s) \sin(2n+1)\Omega \Delta t \right), \] (1)

\[ i_2(z,t) = 2 \rho \sqrt{I_R I_S} \left( \sin \phi_{DC} J_0(\phi_s) + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} J_{2n} \left( \phi_s \right) \cos(2n\Omega \Delta t) \right) + \cos \phi_{DC} \left( \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} J_{2n+1}(\phi_s) \sin((2n+1)\Omega \Delta t) \right), \] (2)

where \( \rho \) is the detector responsivity, \( I_s \) and \( I_r \) are the sample and reference optical intensities, respectively, \( \phi_{DC} \) is the quasi-static interferometric phase (modulo 2\( \pi \)) governed by the axial position of the particle, \( \phi_s = \frac{4\pi d(z,\Omega)}{\lambda} \), where \( \lambda \) is the mean optical wavelength in the medium, \( d \) is the local, generally frequency-dependent, amplitude of vibration, \( \Omega \) is the angular vibration frequency and \( J_n \) is the n\(^{th} \) order Bessel function of the 1\(^{st} \) kind corresponding to the n\(^{th} \) order harmonic of the excitation frequency. It is readily seen from Eqs. (1) and (2) that the value of \( \phi_{DC} \) alters the detected signal and has the potential to produce distortions in the dynamic signal. In channel 1 (Eq. (1)), the even harmonics of the signal fade when \( \phi_{DC} = \pi / 2 \); conversely, in channel 2, the odd harmonics of the signal fade when \( \phi_{DC} = \pi / 2 \).

The objective of the OCE scheme presented here is to deduce the absolute vibration amplitude (i.e., dynamic displacement) of the scatterer through an interferometric measurement of \( \phi_s \). In our approach, the theoretical values of \( J_3/J_1 \) are used to map the experimentally measured \( J_3/J_1 \) ratios to vibration amplitude, as described previously [6]. Furthermore, we use the ratio of \( J_4/J_2 \) to extend the unambiguous range of operation to beyond approximately \( \lambda/3 \); the first calibration range given by \( J_4/J_2 < -4.696dB \) and the second by \( J_4/J_2 \geq -4.696dB \). At an operating mean wavelength of \( \lambda = 1300 \) nm, this permits measurement of absolute vibration amplitudes of up to about 0.6\( \mu m \) (optical depth).

Analysis of the full-fringed digitized data was carried out in post-processing, separately for each channel. We calculated intensity images for four separate harmonic frequencies by applying bandpass filters centred at \( \Omega, 2\Omega, 3\Omega \) and \( 4\Omega \) (producing in total eight frames from the two detection channels). These frames were then separately demodulated utilizing the Hilbert transform and the resulting orthogonal envelopes at each vibration harmonic were incoherently combined. The resulting four frames, immune to signal fading, were used to produce a frame containing local vibration amplitude using the ratio \( J_3/J_1 \) as described above.

### 3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 presents results of in vivo measurements of human thick skin (on the palm) obtained by compressing the “webbing” between the thumb and index finger between the PZT rod and the sample-arm window. The OCT image (without applied vibration) consists of 32 A-scans taken over a lateral scan range of 0.8 mm. The lateral spacing was relatively large compared to the lateral resolution in order to obtain an adequate field of view with the relatively slow A-scan rate. The vibration amplitude measurement consisted of 8 A-scans centred at the same lateral position, but over a 0.4-mm range, again to avoid boundary effects. A relatively uniform signal from the skin surface to \( z = 0.2 \) mm optical depth can be distinguished in both the OCT image (Figure 2a) and the average A-scan (Figure 2b), which corresponds to a layer with low vibration amplitude in Figure 2c. This layer is attributed to the stratum corneum, which displays negligible vibration amplitude due to its tight coupling to the rigid glass window and its low compressibility.

Below the stratum corneum, the OCT image does not show any clear boundary between skin layers until a depth of approximately 0.85 mm. In contrast, the vibration amplitude traces show a distinct difference in slope at about 0.65 mm that is replicated over the range of PZT drive voltages. The change in slope of the vibration amplitude traces indicates two layers of different compressibility, with the deeper layer, with greater slope, being relatively more compressible. We attribute these layers to the epidermis and dermis respectively, which are known to have distinct mechanical properties. Beyond a depth of \( z = 0.85 \) mm, the signal is most likely due to the multiple scattering background. The discontinuity in
the vibration traces of Figure 2d is a stitching artefact occurring at the intersection of the calibration curves (when the vibration amplitude is approximately \( \lambda/3 \)). The dynamic OCE method put forward here naturally detects the axial motion of scatterers. Accordingly, our experimental geometry was designed so that, in each case, the PZT transducer applied even pressure to the sample coaxially with the optical beam. Further work is required to establish the feasibility of accurately detecting vibration amplitude in the presence of lateral scatterer motion, such as when shear waves are excited.

Figure 2: OCT A-scan and OCE-derived vibration amplitude versus optical depth for human skin in vivo: (a) OCT image without applied vibration; (b) Average A-scan; (c) Vibration amplitude image for PZT drive voltage of 2.4Vpp; and (d) Average vibration amplitude for various PZT drive voltages.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have presented a new dynamic OCE method suited to quantitative displacement assessment at frequencies in the hundreds of Hertz to kilohertz regime. The method was able to distinguish the layers in a 3-layer phantom with different elasticity based on differences in the measured vibration amplitude in each layer. The first quantitative in vivo OCE measurements of human skin clearly distinguish layers based upon their mechanical response. In these measurements, increased driving amplitude produced a higher gradient of vibration amplitude vs. depth, indicating greater compression of compliant layers. The technique can be adapted to perform high-spatial resolution vibration-based spectroscopy, where the excitation frequency is tuned over the 100 Hz to 10 kHz range. Such spectroscopic measurements based on the frequency-dependent mechanical response of tissue could potentially enhance the capability of OCE in diagnosis of a range of medical conditions, including tumours and arterial plaques.
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